
A  we B  us C  our D  they

Q1

A  ours B  yourself C  us D  we

Q2

A  We B  Their C  Our D  They

Q3

A  ourselves B  yourself C  himself D  itself

Q4

A  Her B  She C  Hers D  Herself

Q5

A  us B  you C  their D  our

Q6

A  they B  them C  it D  their

Q7

A  himself B  herself C  yourself D  themselves

Q8

A  my B  mine C  me D  us

Q9

A  She B  He C  It D  You

Q10

Pronoun Practice (1)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

I really love ..... house. I'm so glad we bought it.

No, this tree does not belong to you. This tree belongs to ..... because the roots begin and end in our yard. However,
you can trim the branches that fall onto your side of the fence.

Those kids should know better. ..... shouldn't tease that boy anymore.

You should be ashamed of .....! You took candy from a baby.

Martha is an outstanding chef. ..... makes great food!

Why don't you come with .....? We're going to have a great time at the party.

I really like these flowers. Do you like .....?

Why don't you make ..... a cup of tea while I make this phone call?

This house is ...... It's not yours.

..... hurt himself last week.
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ANSWERS: Pronoun Practice (1)

I really love ..... house. I'm so glad we bought it.

C  our

No, this tree does not belong to you. This tree belongs to ..... because the roots begin and end in our yard. However,
you can trim the branches that fall onto your side of the fence.

C  us

Those kids should know better. ..... shouldn't tease that boy anymore.

D  They

You should be ashamed of .....! You took candy from a baby.

B  yourself

Martha is an outstanding chef. ..... makes great food!

B  She

Why don't you come with .....? We're going to have a great time at the party.

A  us

I really like these flowers. Do you like .....?

B  them

Why don't you make ..... a cup of tea while I make this phone call?

C  yourself

This house is ...... It's not yours.

B  mine

..... hurt himself last week.

B  He
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